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Abstract
The Stochastic Block Model (SBM) is a popular probabilistic model for random graph.
It is commonly used to perform clustering on network data by aggregating nodes that share
similar connectivity patterns into blocks. When fitting an SBM to a network which is par-
tially observed, it is important to account for the underlying process that originates the
missing values, otherwise the inference may be biased. This paper introduces missSBM,
an R-package fitting the SBM when the network is partially observed, i.e. the adjacency
matrix contains not only 1 or 0 encoding presence or absence of edges but also NA en-
coding missing information between pairs of nodes. It implements a series of algorithms
for the binary SBM, with the possibility of accounting for covariates if needed, by per-
forming variational inference for several sampling mechanisms, the methodology of which
is detailed in Tabouy, Barbillon, and Chiquet (2019). Our implementation automatically
explores different block numbers to select the most relevant according to the Integrated
Classification Likelihood (ICL) criterion. The ICL criterion can also help to determine
which sampling mechanism fits the best the data. Finally, missSBM can be used to per-
form imputation of missing entries in the adjacency matrix. We illustrate the package on
a network data set consisting in interactions between blogs sampled during the French
presidential election in 2007.
Keywords: Network, Missing data, Stochastic Block Model.
1. Introduction
In many fields of science, networks are a natural way to represent interaction data. To cite a
few examples, a network may represent social interactions such as friendship or collaboration
between people in a social network, regulation between genes and their products in a gene
regulatory network, or predation between animals in a food web. Notice that we only consider
here networks which can be represented by graphs composed by simple edges connecting pairs
of nodes (also referred to as dyads in the following).
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2 missSBM: Handling Missing Values in the SBM
At this day, there exist many softwares performing network-related analyzes. Unsurprisingly,
the R community is extremely active in this area. Indeed, the R programming language is
especially well-designed for performing data manipulation and visualization, and thus appro-
priate for handling network data. Among the many available R packages related to networks,
we suggest a classification into three groups:
i) Packages for representation, manipulation or visualization tasks, and packages computing
descriptive statistics. This group clearly occupies the first place in terms of number of
packages. We may cite non exhaustively the following top representatives: igraph (Csardi
and Nepusz 2006), network and sna (Butts 2008a,b), statnet (Handcock, Hunter, Butts,
Goodreau, and Morris 2008).
ii) Packages fitting (probabilistic) models on network data. Important examples include
ergm (Hunter, Handcock, Butts, Goodreau, and Morris 2008), fitting the family of expo-
nential random graph models introduced in Hunter and Handcock (2006); mixer (Am-
broise, Grasseau, Hoebeke, Latouche, Miele, and Picard 2015) and blockmodels (Leger
2016), fitting the family of Stochastic Block Models (Holland, Laskey, and Leinhardt
1983; Nowicki and Snijders 2001); or latentnet (Krivitsky and Handcock 2008), imple-
menting the latent space approach of Hoff, Raftery, and Handcock (2002).
iii) Packages learning the structure of a network from an external source of data, such as
huge (Zhao, Liu, Roeder, Lafferty, and Wasserman 2012), or bnstruct Franzin, Sambo,
and di Camillo (2017). These packages generally rely on an specific graphical modeling of
the data (e.g., Gaussian graphical models (Lauritzen 1996) in huge, or Bayesian networks
(Pearl 2011) in bnstruct).
In addition to this brief typology, the interested reader may consult the CRAN task view on
the related topic of graphical modeling (Hojsgaard 2019).
The package missSBM that we introduce here belongs to the second category, that is, soft-
wares that fit a specific probabilistic model to network data. missSBM is dedicated to the
estimation of the Stochastic Block Model (SBM). The SBM is a mixture of Erdős-Rényi
random graphs (Erdős and Renyi 1959) that allows a high degree of heterogeneity in connec-
tivity profiles. As a consequences it generally fits well real-world network data, while retaining
the advantage of being a generative model (contrary to mechanistic approaches such as the
Barabási-Albert model (Albert and Barabási 2002), defined by a preferential attachment al-
gorithm). The main outcome of the SBM inference on a network is a clustering of its nodes
– or "blocks" –, that share the same connectivity properties within the same block.
Even though there already exist efficient R packages for SBM inference (Leger 2015, in par-
ticular, Blockmodels), they can only be applied to complete data sets. The main feature
of missSBM is to deal with cases where the network data is only partially observed. More
precisely, we consider situations where the adjacency matrix of the network data contains
not only 1 or 0 for presence or absence of an edge, but also NA encoding missing information
for some dyads. With the SBM, it is important to account for the underlying process that
originates the missing values in the estimation, otherwise estimation of the model parameters
may be biased. In particular, one has to take the type of missing data mechanisms into
account (Missing at Random or Not, see Rubin 1976). This issue has been studied in the
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context of network data by Handcock and Gile (2010) for exponential random graph models
and in our methodological paper (Tabouy et al. 2019) for the SBM. The package missSBM
is an implementation of the methodology developed therein.
Specifically, missSBM implements variational algorithms in the vein of Daudin, Picard, and
Robin (2008) for estimating the SBM, with or without covariates, under various missing
data mechanisms. This includes cases of incomplete data where the inference can be made
only on the observed part of the data (Missing At Random – MAR), or cases where it is
necessary to take into account the sampling design in the inference (Not Missing At Random
– NMAR). Although version 0.2.0 of missSBM only deals with binary networks (either
directed or not), we deploy a structure that let the possibility to easily include other variants
in the future by adopting an oriented-object programming spirit thanks to R6-classes and
the R6 package of Chang (2017). In particular, extending missSBM to weighted SBM with
exponential distributions of the edges (Mariadassou, Robin, and Vacher 2010) should be
straightforward in the MAR case.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly introduces the statistical framework of the
binary SBM, with or without covariates, and summarizes the key points its inference under
missing data condition. Section 3 presents the package structure; Section 4 provides basic
user guidelines. We finally detail in Section 5 a case study which analyzes a network data set
describing the French blogosphere during the period preceding the 2007 French presidential
election, illustrating the most striking features of the package.
2. Statistical Framework
2.1. Binary Stochastic Block Model (SBM)
In an SBM, nodes from a set N , J1, nK are distributed among a set Q , J1, QK of hidden
blocks that models the latent structure of the graph. The group memberships are described
by categorical variables (Zi, i ∈ N ) with multinomial distribution M(1,α = (α1, ..., αQ)).
The probability of an edge between any pair of nodes (or dyad) in D , N ×N only depends
on the blocks the two nodes belong to. Hence, the presence of an edge between i and j,
indicated by the binary variable Yij , is independent on the other edges conditionally on the
latent blocks:
Yij |Zi,Zj ∼ind B(piZiZj ), ∀(i, j) ∈ N 2, (1)
where B stands for the Bernoulli distribution. In the following, we denote by pi = (piq`)(q,`)∈Q2
the connectivity matrix, α the mixture parameters, Z = (Z1, ...,Zn)T the n×Q membership
matrix and Y = (Yij)(i,j)∈D the n × n adjacency matrix. The vector encompassing all the
unknown model parameters is θ = (α,pi). A schematic representation of the binary SBM in
the undirected case is given in Figure 1, where we highlight the latent clustering.
2.2. Accounting for External Covariates
On top of information about connections between nodes, it is common for network data to
be accompanied with additional information on nodes or dyads, that we call covariates: for
instance in social networks, nodes may belong to different categories (gender, occupation,
nationality). Covariates on dyads usually represent distances between nodes covariates: for
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pi••
• Q = {•, •, •} blocks
• α• = P(i ∈ •), • ∈ Q, i = 1, . . . , n
• pi•• = P(i↔ j|i ∈ •, j ∈ •)
Figure 1: Schematic representation of an undirected network following the stochastic block
model with 3 blocks. Colors are blocks in which nodes are dispatched with probabilities α
and dyads distribution between nodes depends on colors of nodes with probabilities pi.
example in a context of spatial data where nodes corresponds to entities that have explicit
geographic locations, dyad covariates may be the distances between the nodes.
Depending on the analysis, we may want to detect a connectivity pattern beyond the covariate
effect. To do so, we implemented in missSBM a variant of the SBM that allows for the
inclusion of covariates. Let Xij denote the vector of length m of covariates for dyad (i, j).
If the covariates correspond to the nodes, i.e. Xi ∈ RN is associated with node i for all
i ∈ N , they are transferred on the dyad level through a symmetric "similarity" function
φ(·, ·) : RN × RN → Rm: Xij , φ(Xi,Xj). In the following, X , [Xij ]i,j∈N ∈ (Rm)n×n
denotes the covariates. An SBM accounting for covariates is
Zi ∼iid M(1,α), ∀i ∈ N ,
Yij | Zi,Zj ,Xi,Xj ∼ind B(g(γzizj + β>Xij), ∀(i, j) ∈ N 2,
(2)
where γq` ∈ R, β ∈ Rm, α = (α1, ..., αQ), g(x) = (1 + e−x)−1. In this case the vector of
unknown parameters is defined by θ = (γ,β,α). Note the connection between this model
and logistic regression. In this framework, heterogeneity is modeled by parameters (γq`)q`
corresponding to inter and intra block probabilities (or connectivity matrix) in the binary
SBM. It accounts for heterogeneity that is not explained by the regression term βTXij .
2.3. Missing Data and SBM
The main feature of missSBM is to deal with missing values to perform unbiased estimation
of the parameters underlying an incompletely observed network. The sampled data can be
encoded in an adjacency matrix Y where missing information – here dyads not sampled – is
encoded by NA’s. We also define the n × n sampling matrix R such as Rij = 1 if the dyad
Yij is sampled and Rij = 0 otherwise. For convenience we define Yo = {Yij : Rij = 1} and
Ym = {Yij : Rij = 0} the respective sets of observed and non-observed dyads. At this stage
it is important to notice that the number of nodes n is assumed to be known.
In our framework, a sampling design is a stochastic process that generates R. We then rely on
the standard missing data theory of Rubin (1976) to classify those designs either into Missing
Completely At Random (MCAR), Missing At Random (MAR) or Not Missing At Random
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(NMAR) cases. We summarize the analyzes conducted in Tabouy et al. (2019) on missing
data for network as follows:
Sampling design for SBM is

MCAR if R |= (Y,Z),
MAR if R |= (Ym,Z) | Yo,
NMAR otherwise.
(3)
Note that MCAR missingness is a particular case of MAR missingness. Denoting by ψ the
set of parameters associated with the distribution that generates the sampling matrix R,
we assume that ψ and θ are living in a product space, so that we can derive the following
proposition:
Proposition 1. From (3), if the sampling is MAR or MCAR then maximizing pθ,ψ(Yo,R)
or pθ(Yo) in θ is equivalent.
In words, the inference can be conducted on the observed part of the network data when
the sampling is M(C)AR without incurring any bias. In these cases, adaptation of existing
algorithms for SBM inference is straightforward. NMAR sampling designs require, however,
more refined inference strategies.
2.4. Examples of Sampling Designs for Networks
This section reviews a series of stochastic processes – or sampling designs – available in
missSBM either for sampling an existing network or to be accounted for in the inference of an
SBM model. Note that the sampling design may depend either on i) the values of the dyads
in the network; ii) the latent clustering of the nodes; or iii) some covariates. We specify
for each case when the sampling is MAR or NMAR. All examples detailed in the following
assume the independence between dyad observations for dyad-centered sampling designs and
between node observations for node-centered sampling designs, conditionally on Y, Z and X.
Dyad-Centered Sampling Designs
• Dyad sampling (MAR): each dyad (i, j) ∈ D has the same probability P(Rij = 1) , ψ
to be observed.
• Double standard sampling (NMAR): let ψ , (ρ1, ρ0) ∈ [0, 1]2. Double standard
sampling consists in observing dyads with probabilities
P(Rij = 1|Yij = 1) = ρ1, P(Rij = 1|Yij = 0) = ρ0.
The probabiliy for sampling a dyad thus intrinsically depends on the presence/absence
of the corresponding edge.
• Block-dyad sampling (NMAR): this sampling consists in observing all dyads with
probabilities ψ , (ψq`)(q,`)∈Q2 depending on the underlying clustering of the network:
ψq` = P(Rij = 1 | Ziq = 1, Zj` = 1).
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• Covar-dyad sampling (MAR): let us define ψ , (α, κ) ∈ R×Rm. Here the probability
for observing a dyad is driven by the effect of a given covariate:
P(Rij = 1|Xij) = g(α+ κtXij).
Node-Centered Sampling Designs
A node-centered sampling consists in observing some nodes sampled with probabilities given
by the sampling design. Observing a node means observing all the dyads implying this node.
For all i ∈ N , we denote by Vi the indicator variable for observing node i. Hence if Vi = 1
we have Rij = 1 for all j ∈ N .
• Star sampling (MAR): the probabilities for observing nodes are uniform: P(Vi = 1) =
ψ for all i ∈ N .
• Degree sampling (NMAR): for all node i ∈ N , P(Vi = 1) = ρi where (ρ1, . . . , ρn) ∈
[0, 1]n are such that ρi = g(a+bDi) for all i ∈ N where ψ , (a, b) ∈ R2 and Di =∑j Yij .
• Block-node sampling (NMAR): this sampling consists in observing all dyads cor-
responding to nodes selected with probabilities ψ , (ψ1, . . . , ψQ) ∈ [0, 1]Q such that
ψq = P(Vi = 1 | Ziq = 1) for all (i, q) ∈ N ×Q.
• Covar-node sampling (MAR): let ψ , (ν, η) ∈ R × RN . The probability to observe
a node is
P(Vi = 1|Xi) = g(ν + ηtXi).
2.5. Estimation Procedure
Optimization: a Variational EM
The SBM is a latent state space model which can be seen as a mixture model for random
graphs. As such the EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird, and Rubin 1977) is the natural choice
for the inference. It is based on the evaluation of the expectation of the complete loglikelihood
of the model, with respect to the conditional distribution of the latent variables given the
data. However, this expectation is intractable in the SBM due to the structure of dependency
between the latent variables Z and the network Y. In fact, it would require to sum over all
possible clusterings for all pairs of nodes, which is out of reach even for a moderate number
of nodes or clusters. To address this shortcoming in the complete data situation, Daudin
et al. (2008) introduced a variational EM, based on the variational principles of Jordan,
Ghahramani, Jaakkola, and Saul (1998). The idea is to maximize a lower bound of the
loglikelihood based on an approximation of the true conditional distribution of the latent
variable Z.
In the case of an SBM with missing data, the level of difficulty is higher since the set of latent
variables encompasses both Z (the latent clustering) andYm (the missing dyads). We propose
here a variational distribution of the conditional distribution pθ(Z,Ym|Yo) where complete
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independence is forced on Z and Ym, using a multinomial m(·), respectively a Bernoulli b(·)
distribution for Z and Ym:
p˜τ ,ν(Z,Ym) = p˜τ (Z) p˜ν(Ym) =
∏
i∈N
m(Zi; τi)
∏
(i,j)∈Dm
b(Yij ; νij),
where τ = {τi, i ∈ N} and ν = {νij , (i, j) ∈ Dm} are two sets of variational parameters respec-
tively associated with Z and Ym. Interestingly, τ ’s are proxies for the posterior probabilities
of memberships for all nodes, and ν’s correspond to the imputed values of the missing dyads
in the network data. This approximation leads to the following lower bound J of the log-
likelihood, where KL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the true and approximated
conditional distribution:
log pθ,ψ(Yo,R) ≥
Jτ ,ν,θ,ψ(Yo,R) , log pθ,ψ(Yo,R)−KL(p˜τ ,ψ(Z,Ym)‖pθ(Z,Ym‖Yo)),
= Ep˜τ ,ν [log pθ,ψ(Yo,R,Ym,Z)]− Ep˜τ ,ν [log p˜τ ,ν(R,Ym)] .
Note that when we chose p˜ to be the true conditional distribution of the latent variables
Z,Ym, we meet again the quantity maximized in the standard EM algorithm.
Based on this approximation, the variational EM algorithm consists in alternating updates
of the variational parameters {τ ,ν} (the VE-step) with updates of the model parameters
θ,ψ maximizing Jτ ,θ (the M-step). Steps VE and M are iterated until convergence like in
a standard EM. The algorithm converges to a local maximum of the lower bound of the
loglikelihood. This variational principle is translated into a series of algorithms for handling
missing data with all sampling designs introduced in Section 2.4. We underline that some
time consuming parts of the VEM algorithms are coded in C++ using the Rcpp package
(Eddelbuettel and François 2011) to interface C++ with R.
Initialization
It is well known that EM-like algorithms have a great sensitivity to the initialization step,
which therefore requires a special attention. In missSBM we implemented several methods
for initializing the variational EM: the Absolute Eigenvalues Spectral Clustering (detailed
in Rohe, Chatterjee, and Yu 2010); a Hierarchical Ascending Classification (HAC) based on
Manhattan norm between nodes; and the K-means algorithm. Experiences showed us that
the HAC algorithm is sometimes more robust in cases where the network contains a large
proportion of missing dyads. However, in general, we recommend the use of the Absolute
Eigenvalues Spectral Clustering, which is used by default in the package.
Selection of the Number of Blocks
A main difficulty met when conducting SBM inference lies in the estimation of the number
of blocks, generally unknown to the user. To remedy this problem we use the Integrated
Classification Likelihood (ICL) criterion defined in Biernacki, Celeux, and Govaert (2000)
and routinely used in the framework of mixture models. More precisely, we implement in
missSBM an exploration procedure designed to produce a smooth and robust ICL curve, by
avoiding to get stuck in local minima. This "smoother" is divided into two steps, forward
and backward: The forward step creates new initializations for each number Q of block
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considered, by splitting blocks obtained from estimations with Q − 1 blocks. On the other
hand, the backward step tries new initializations for each Q by merging groups of the model
with Q + 1 groups. The best model in terms of ICL is always retained. The procedure can
be iterated until a satisfying smoothing is met.
3. Structure of the Package
The R packagemissSBM is coded using object-oriented programming with R6 package (Chang
2017). The hierarchical structure and inheritance relations are represented in Figure 2.
SBM
SBM sampler
SBM fit
SBM fit nocovariates SBM fit covariates
networkSampling
networkSampling sampler
networkSampling fit
sampledNet missSBM fit
Inheritance
Has fields
Levels
Model
Realization
Estimation
Data
Figure 2: Diagram of relations between classes of objects in missSBM.
The package contains two general R6 classes: SBM and networkSampling. These two classes
instantiate objects that collect all parameters needed to respectively define an SBM and a
sampling design. These classes both give birth to two child classes, a sampler class and a
fit class, which inheritate of all methods and fields of their respective mother classes. The
sampler class allows the user to obtain a realization of network data sampled under an SBM
(i.e. an adjacency matrix Y), and a realization of the sampling of a network (i.e. a sampling
matrix R). The fit classes contain methods for estimating the SBM and the sampling
design parameters. Finally, SBM_fit gives birth to two child classes: SBM_fit_nocovariates
and SBM_fit_covariates, respectively dedicated to the estimation of binary SBM with or
without covariates. Note that the two classes SBM and network_Sampling can be used totally
independently. In particular, it is possible to fit SBM without missing data. In order to
perform SBM inference when the network is partially observed, two others classes of object
are introduced: sampledNetwork and missSBM_fit. The former instantiates an object which
collects any informations about presence or absence of dyads and nodes in a sampled network.
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The latter makes the connection between objects of classes SBM and network_sampling, in
order to make it possible to infer SBM from partially-observed network data, under several
sampling designs.
4. Guidelines for Users
The package missSBM allows the user to do three different actions: simulate a network under
the SBM, sample a network according to a panel of sampling designs, and estimate an SBM
from partially observed network data. To do so, three standard R functions are exported to
the user, which use internally the classes of object detailed in Section 3. We describe in the
following the usage of these functions plus some additional auxiliary functions, as well as their
connections with models defined in Section 2.
4.1. Simulate a network
The function simulate draws a realization of an SBM, with the following usage:
missSBM::simulate(nNodes, mixtureParam, connectParam, directed = FALSE,
covariates = NULL, covarParam = NULL)
The arguments of simulate and their mathematical counterpart from (1) and (2) are de-
scribed in Table 1.
Argument Description Correspondence Lives in
n number of nodes n N
alpha mixture parameters α [0, 1]Q
pi matrix of inter and intra clusters probabilities pi MQ([0, 1])
directed whether the network is directed or not {T,F}
covariates list of covariates (Xi)i∈N , (Xij)ij (?)
covarParam regression parameters of the covariates β Rm
Table 1: Arguments of simulate and their counterparts in the SBM. (?) is a list with N
entries (the N covariates corresponding to nodes) or a list of m n × nmatrices (covariates
corresponding to dyads).
Note that the network simulated are by default undirected and without covariates. In the
case of an SBM with covariate(s), covarParam must not include intercepts since this role is
played by parameters (γq`)q,` in model (2).
The output of simulate is an R6 object belonging to the class SBM_sampler (see Figure 2).
An non-exhaustive list of the most useful fields, accessible via $ are presented in Table 2. A
plot method is also available which allows the user to either draw the network by reordering
rows and columns of the adjacency matrixY according to the nodes memberships, or draw the
predicted connectivity matrix ZYZ>, i.e. the probability of connection for each nodes once
reordered block-wise. This drawing is a simple yet powerful way to visualize the structure of
large networks.
4.2. Sampling a network
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Field Description Correspondence
adjacencyMatrix adjacency matrix of the simulated network Y
blocks matrix of blocks memberships Z
memberships vector of blocks memberships (which.max(τ i))i∈N
Method Description
plot(object, type) draw Y re-ordered by blocks if type="network" and ZYZ> if type="connectivity"
Table 2: Selection of important fields and methods in class SBM_sampler with their mathe-
matical counterparts
The function sample draws a realization of a sampling matrix R from a distribution chosen
from the series of sampling designs defined in Section 2.4. The usage is the following:
missSBM::sample(adjacencyMatrix, sampling, parameters, clusters = NULL,
covariates = NULL, similarity = l1_similarity, intercept = 0)
Table 3 describes the arguments of sample and their mathematical counterparts.
Argument Description Correspondence Lives in
adjacencyMatrix adjacency matrix the network Y Mn({0, 1})
sampling name of the sampling design (??)
parameters sampling parameter(s) ψ Ψ
clusters vector of blocks memberships (which.max(τ i))i∈N Qn
covariates list of covariates (Xi)i∈N , (Xij)ij (?)
similarity similarity function for covariates on dyads φ RN × RN 7→ Rm
Table 3: Arguments of sample and their counterparts in the SBM. (??) possible values for
sampling are characters string in "dyad", "double-standard", "block-dyad", "node", "block-
node", "degree", "covar-node" and "covar-dyad" for SBM without covariate, and "dyad", "node",
"covar-node" and "covar-dyad" SBM with covariates.
Note that the dimension (or length) of parameters depends on the sampling design se-
lected, as described in Section 2.4. Argument clusters only needs to be specified for
"block-dyad" and "block-node" sampling designs. Arguments covarMatrix is by-default NULL,
covarSimilarity is set to the l1_similarity function defined as follows: (x, y) ∈ Rd×Rd 7→
−|x − y|`1 ∈ Rd and finally intercept is set to 0. These last three arguments only need to
be specified in a context of an SBM with covariate(s). Note that the intercept is not included
in parameters and must be specified independently.
The output of sample is an R6 object belonging to the class sampledNetwork (see Figure 2).
An non-exhaustive list of the most useful fields is given in Table 4, where  stands for the
Hadamard (or element-wise) product. A plot method is defined for sampledNetwork objects,
drawing the adjacency matrix Y of the network with missing entries induced by the sampling
matrix R.
4.3. Parameters estimation, prediction and clustering
The purpose of the function estimate is to perform variational inference of a SBM from
sampled adjacency matrix, with the following usage:
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Field Description Correspondence
adjacencyMatrix sampled adjacency matrix with NA at missing entries YR
covarMatrix the matrix of covariates (if applicable) X
covarArray the array of covariates (if applicable) (Xij)ij
missingDyads the set of dyades not sampled in the network Ym
observedDyads the set of dyades sampled in the network Yo
observedNodes vector of sampled nodes S
samplingRate rate of observed dyades mean(R)
samplingMatrix sampling matrix R
Method Description
plot(object) draw the adjacency matrix Y and the sampling matrix R
Table 4: Selection of important fields and methods in class sampledNetwork.
missSBM::estimate(sampledNet, vBlocks, sampling, clusterInit = "spectral",
useCovariates = TRUE, control = list())
Table 5 provides a basic description of the arguments of estimate.
Argument Description Class
sampledNet the sampled network data sampledNetwork
vBlocks vector of block numbers for model exploration vector of integer
sampling name of the sampling design character
clusterInit "spectral", "hierarchical", "kmeans" or list of clusterings for each Q in vBlocks character
useCovariates specify if covariates are included in SBM or not boolean
control tune the optimization and the variational EM algorithm list
Table 5: Arguments of sample with short descriptions and types.
Data preparation. When the network data is not obtained from the function sample but
from real-world network, the user has to format this data to an object with class sampledNetwork.
We implemented a simple function for this task, taking as an input an adjacency matrix filled
with {0, 1, NA} and optional arguments for models with covariates:
missSBM::prepare_data(adjacencyMatrix, covariates = NULL,
similarity = missSBM:::l1_similarity)
Tuning the optimization. The argument control is a list to finely tune the variational
EM algorithm, with the following entries:
(i) threshold: optimization stops when a V-EM step changes the objective function by
less than threshold, (default = 1.10−3);
(ii) maxIter: optimization stops when the number of iteration exceeds maxIter, default
= 50 if useCovariates is TRUE, 100 otherwise;
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(iii) fixPointIter: number of iterations in the fix point algorithm used to solve the Varia-
tional E step, = 2 if useCovariates is TRUE, 5 otherwise;
(iv) cores: number of thread be ran in parallel, = 1 by default;
(v) trace: integer for verbosity (0, 1, 2), useless when cores > 1.
Estimation ouputs: classes missSBM_collection and missSBM_fit. The output of
estimate is an R6 object with class missSBM_collection, fields of which are described in
Table 6.
Field Description
models a list of models with class missSBM_fit
ICL the vector of ICL associated to the models in the collection
bestModel best model according to the ICL (a missSBM_fit object)
optimizationStatus a data.frame summarizing the optimization process for all models
Table 6: Structure of missSBM_collection (output of estimate).
Among the fields of missSBM_collection, the field models is a list with length(vblocks)
elements which are R6 objects with class missSBM_fit (see Figure 2). These missSBM_fit
objects, fields of which are detailed in 7, contain all the results of the inference for a fixed
number of block Q.
Field Description R6 object / class
fittedSBM the adjusted Stochastic Block Model SBM_fit_(no)covariates
fittedSampling the estimated sampling process networkSampling_fit
sampledNet the sampled network data sampledNetwork
imputednetwork the adjacency matrix with imputed values matrix
monitoring status of the optimization process data.frame
vICL ICL criterion associated to Q double
vBound value of the variational bound Jτ ,θ at each step double
vExpec value of Ep˜τ [log(pθ(Y,Z))] at each step double
penalty penalty of the model with Q blocks double
Table 7: Selection of fields in object missSBM_fit with descriptions and types.
We finally give additional details on fields fittedSBM and fittedSampling in Table 8.
Smoothing and model exploration. At the end of the estimation process, it is common
that the algorithm get stuck in some local minima for some values of Q, the number of blocks.
The consequence is an "non-smooth" ICL curve, which is theoretically supposed to be convex.
We thus provide to the user a post-processing function to "smooth" the ICL by exploring
additional models with new initializations. Smoothing of the ICL curve is performed with
the function smooth, detailed in the following :
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R6 object Field Description Correspondence
blocks estimated probability of block belonging {τ i}i∈N
connectParam connectivity matrix pˆi
fittedSBM connectProb imputed adjacency matrix Y
o ∪ {νij}(i,j)∈Dm
covarParam regression parameter βˆ
memberships vector of blocks memberships (which.max(τ i))i∈N
mixtureParam mixture parameters αˆ
fittedSampling parameters sampling parameter ψˆ
Table 8: Selection of fields in fittedSBM and fittedSampling with their mathematical coun-
terparts.
missSBM::smooth(Robject, type = c("forward", "backward", "both"),
control = list())
The basic idea is to apply a split and/or merge strategy to the path of models stored in
missSBM_collection, in order to find better initializations for each value of Q, the number
of blocks. This should result in a "smoothing" of the ICL, that should be close to convex.
Arguments of smooth are described in Table 9.
Argument Description R6 object / class
Robject an output from estimate missSBM_collection
type kind of ICL smoothing : "forward", "backward" or "both" character
control controlling the variational EM algorithm list
Table 9: Arguments of smooth function with short descriptions and their types.
This function acts directly on Robject (i.e. by reference). The argument type is by-default
set to "forward". Finally, control is a list composed of 3 elements : (i) cores, the number
of R processes allowed, set by-default to 1, (ii) iterates, the number of iterations, by-default
set to 1 and (iii) trace, for verbosity, which is by default TRUE.
5. Illustration: the 2007 French political blogosphere
This section illustrates the features of missSBM by conducting an analysis of a real-world
network data. It is a sub-network of the French political blogosphere, extracted from a
snapshot of over 1100 blogs collected during a period preceding the 2007 French presidential
election, and manually classified by the "Observatoire Présidentielle project" (see Zanghi,
Ambroise, and Miele 2008), . The network is composed of 196 blogs representing nodes in
the network and 1432 edges indicating that at least one of the two blogs references the other.
On top of missSBM, our analysis relies on magrittr and igraph for standard (network) data
manipulation. We also fix the seed for reproducibility:
set.seed(1234)
library(missSBM)
library(igraph)
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library(magrittr)
The frenchblog2007 data set is shiped with missSBM1. We provide the data as an igraph
object, which is the most convenient way of manipulating network data in R, in our opinion.
We extract the adjacency matrix corresponding to the blog network and the vertex attribute
party, providing the political party of each blog, also giving a natural classification of the
nodes that could be used as a reference in our analyzes.
data("frenchblog2007", package = "missSBM")
class(frenchblog2007)
[1] "igraph"
adjacencyMatrix <- frenchblog2007 %>% as_adj(sparse = FALSE)
party <- vertex.attributes(frenchblog2007)$party
Once reordered row-wise and column-wise according to party, the adjacency matrix shows
us that a part of the underlying structure is indeed supported by the political party (see
Figure 3).
missSBM::sampledNetwork$new(adjacencyMatrix) %>%
plot(clustering = as.factor(party), main = "")
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Figure 3: Adjacency matrix of the French blogosphere reordered according to political party;
left: fully observed; right: sampled according to a block-node sampling design. Blue color
range corresponds to edges between nodes from the same cluster; red color range between
node from different clusters; gray color correspond to missing dyads.
1earlier versions of this data set were available in packages mixer and sand
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Standard SBM estimation. At this stage, the data set has no missing entries: every
dyads and nodes are observed. The adjacency matrix Y of the fully-observed network is
adjacencyMatrix. We can first perform a standard SBM estimation on the fully observed
network. To do so we set first the algorithm parameters that will be common to all analyzes:
## Algorithm parameters : ##
vBlocks <- 1:15
control <- list(cores = 10, trace = 0, iterates = 2)
smoothing_type <- "both"
We then proceed to the estimation of the fully-observed network, including smoothing of the
ICL.
sbm_full <-
prepare_data(adjacencyMatrix) %>%
estimate(vBlocks, "node", "hierarchical", control = control)
missSBM::smooth(sbm_full, smoothing_type, control)
Printing the object missSBM_fit results in a summary of the most important accessible fields:
sbm_full$bestModel
## missSBM-fit
## ==================================================================
## Structure for storing a SBM fitted under missing data condition
## ==================================================================
## * Useful fields (most are special object themselves)
## $fittedSBM (the adjusted stochastic block model)
## $fittedSampling (the estimated sampling process)
## $sampledNetwork (the sampled network data)
## $imputedNetwork (the adjacency matrix with imputed values)
## $monitoring, $vICL, $vBound, $vExpec, $penalty
Sampling the network data. For illustrative purpose, we sample the blog network to
mimic missing data and create a new adjacency matrix with missing entries. Since the data
are interactions between blogs (who references who), it is natural to sample the network
with a node-centered sampling design: the following code generates a realization of a 196 ×
196 sampling matrix according to the block-node sampling, where blocks corresponds to the
clustering estimated by SBM on the full data set and where sampling rate is either low (0.2)
or high (0.8) in each block.
cl0 <- sbm_full$bestModel$fittedSBM$memberships
samplingParameters <- base::sample(
x = c(0.2, 0.8),
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size = sbm_full$bestModel$fittedSBM$nBlocks,
replace = TRUE)
sampledNet <- sample(adjacencyMatrix, "block-node", samplingParameters, cl0)
The global sampling rate obtained for this of the network data is
sampledNet$samplingRate
## [1] 0.7950811
The sampleNet object owns a plot method representing the network data in the missing data
context (see right-panel in Figure 3):
plot(sampledNet, clustering = factor(party), main = "")
Estimation of a partially observed network. We are now in position of performing
inference of SBM under missing data condition. We fit two types of model: first the SBM
under the NMAR block-node sampling design, i.e. under the design that truly generated the
missing entries; second the SBM under the star sampling, a.k.a MCAR node sampling in the
package. The estimation is ran on both models with the same setting as for the fully observed
data (i.e., by varying the number of blocks in J1, 15K and using the same tuning parameters
for the initialization step and the optimization procedure). The ICL curve is smoothed with
a forward-backward smoothing.
We first run the estimation for the block-node sampling and report ICL values before and
after smoothing:
sbm_block <- estimate(sampledNet, vBlocks, "block-node", control = control)
ICL_block_nsm <- sbm_block$ICL
missSBM::smooth(sbm_block, smoothing_type, control)
Figure 4 illustrates the dramatic change in the model selection process due to the smoothing.
Sampling design comparison. Now, we consider the simple MCAR node sampling which
basically performs inference only on the observed part of the network, neglecting the process
that originates the missing values:
sbm_node <- estimate(sampledNet, vBlocks, "node", control = control)
missSBM::smooth(sbm_node, smoothing_type, control)
Figure 5 shows how ICL can be used to select which sampling design fit at best the data by
comparing the smoothed ICL curves for "block-node" and "node" sampling designs. Note that
the curve associated with the block-node sampling uniformly dominates the curve associated
with the star sampling, showing that this sampling design is more adapted to the network
data at play. We also represent the ICL curve of the SBM estimated on the fully observed
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Figure 4: ICL criterion for block-sampling design with/without smoothing of the ICL.
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Figure 5: ICL criterion curves for th block-node and node sampling designs.
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network: although the values of the ICLs cannot be compared with the ones obtained for the
partially observed network (indeed, data are not the same in this case), the number of block
selected in the different cases remains comparable.
The ICL criterion selects 11 blocks for an SBM adjusted on the fully observed network, while
the SBM with missing entries accounted for by block-node sampling only selects 9 blocks,
with a more flatter ICL curve. Indeed, due to the partial sampling, some blocks are less well
represented than others; and it seems more likely to gather some blocks together considering
the information available.
Regarding the clusterings obtained by the three variants (fully observed, missing entries with
MCAR modeling and missing entries with NMAR block-node sampling), we compare them
with the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI, Rand 1971), computed with the aricode package (Chi-
quet and Rigaill 2018). We use the classification of the SBM fitted on the fully observed
network as a reference, since its clustering was used to sample the network with the block-
node sampling design. We typically expect that an SBM relying on a better modeling of the
missing values shall lead to a clustering closer to the reference. This is indeed the case when
looking at the next piece of code, where it is shown that the ARI with the reference clustering
is 50% higher for the SBM with block-sampling than for SBM with MCAR node sampling:
aricode::ARI(sbm_block$bestModel$fittedSBM$memberships, cl0)
[1] 0.6031785
aricode::ARI(sbm_node$bestModel$fittedSBM$memberships , cl0)
[1] 0.4412234
Extraction of the SBM with block-sampling design. The model that we finally retain
it thus block-sampling with 9 blocks.
myModel <- sbm_block$bestModel
As seen from Figure 2, myModel is an object with class missSBM_fit with two important
fields used for storing the results of the estimation of both the SBM (field fittedSBM) and
the sampling design (fittedSampling). The important fields and methods are recalled to
the user thanks to the print methods:
myModel$fittedSBM
Fit of a Stochastic Block Model
==================================================================
Model undirected with 196 nodes, 10 blocks and no covariate(s).
==================================================================
* Useful fields
$nNodes, $nBlocks, $nCovariates, $nDyads
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$mixtureParam, $connectParam
$covarParam, $covarArray
* Additional fields
$blocks, $memberships, $adjMatrix, $connectProb, $vBound, $vICL, $penalty
* S3 methods
plot, print
myModel$fittedSampling
block-node-model for network sampling
==================================================================
Structure for handling network sampling in missSBM.
==================================================================
* Useful fields
$type, $parameters, $prob, $df
$penalty, $vExpec
Representation and validation With myModel, we now have at hand a tool for analyzing
the clustering of the French political blogosphere. The first output is the connectivity matrix
of the network, which puts into light the community structure of the blogosphere. Indeed, it
is revealed by a diagonal filled with high probabilities and off-diagonal with low probabilities.
Thus, nodes (blogs) into blocks connects with high probability with other nodes of the same
block and with low probability with nodes of other blocks. Such a network concentrates most
of its edges between nodes of the same blocks. This can be seen by displaying the probability
of connection predicted by the SBM at the whole network scale:
plot(myModel$fittedSBM, type = "connectivity")
For validation, we suggest to compare the clustering of the model with the node attribute
corresponding to the political parties to which blogs belong to. First, we remark that the
SBM fitted on missing entries carry the same amount of information regarding the political
party than the SBM adjusted on the fully observed network:
aricode::ARI(party, myModel$fittedSBM$memberships)
[1] 0.4279665
aricode::ARI(party, sbm_full$bestModel$fittedSBM$memberships)
[1] 0.4244866
A more detailed comparison between blocks inferred by the SBM and political parties is
reported in Figure 7 with an alluvial diagram.
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Figure 7: Alluvial plot between block-node sampling clustering and political parties.
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Also remember that missSBM performs imputation of the missing dyads in the adjacency
matrix. Thus, we can compare the imputed values with the value sof the dyad in the fully
observed network to validate the performance of our approach. Using the R package pROC
(Robin, Turck, Hainard, Tiberti, Lisacek, Sanchez, and Muller 2011), we check the quality
of the imputation. The following piece of code generates a singe ROC curve for the current
sampling and imputation. Results in Figure 8 display ROC curves for 100 samplings of
missing entries (always with block-sampling design). The sampling rate varies between ≈ 0.4
and ≈ 0.9. It shows the robustness and the good performance of the imputation method.
nu <- sbm_block$bestModel$imputedNetwork[sampledNet$NAs == TRUE]
Ym <- adjacencyMatrix[sampledNet$NAs == TRUE]
AUC <- pROC::roc(Ym,nu)
ggroc(AUC) + theme_bw(base_size = 20) + theme(axis.title = element_blank())
se
ns
iti
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ty
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Figure 8: ROC curves measuring quality of the imputation for varying sampling rate
Finally, the Area Under the Curve (AUC) when the sampling rate is varying between 0.43
and 0.9 is plotted in Figure 9. We can see that the more the sampling rate increases the more
the AUC increases.
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